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	Discrete Mathematics DeMYSTiFied, 9780071549486 (007154948X), McGraw-Hill, 2008
In today’s world, analytical thinking is a critical part of any solid education. An important segment of this kind of reasoning—one that cuts across many disciplines—is discrete mathematics. Discrete math concerns counting, probability, (sophisticated forms of) addition, and limit processes over discrete sets. Combinatorics, graph theory, the idea of function, recurrence relations, permutations, and set theory are all part of discrete math. Sequences and series are among the most important applications of these ideas.

Discrete mathematics is an essential part of the foundations of (theoretical) computer science, statistics, probability theory, and algebra. The ideas come up repeatedly in different parts of calculus. Many would argue that discrete math is the most important component of all modern mathematical thought.

Most basic math courses (at the freshman and sophomore level) are oriented toward problem-solving. Students can rely heavily on the provided examples as a crutch to learn the basic techniques and pass the exams. Discrete mathematics is, by contrast, rather theoretical. It involves proofs and ideas and abstraction. Freshman and sophomores in college these days have little experience with theory or with abstract thinking. They simply are not intellectually prepared for such material.
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Machine Learning Approaches to Bioinformatics (Science, Engineering, and Biology Informatics)World Scientific Publishing, 2010

	This book covers a wide range of subjects in applying machine learning approaches for bioinformatics projects. The book succeeds on two key unique features. First, it introduces the most widely used machine learning approaches in bioinformatics and discusses, with evaluations from real case studies, how they are used in individual...


		

Foundations and Novel Approaches in Data Mining (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
Data-mining has become a popular research topic in recent years for the treatment of the "data rich and information poor" syndrome. Currently, application oriented engineers are only concerned with their immediate problems, which results in an ad hoc method of problem solving. Researchers, on the other hand, lack an understanding of the...

		

SONAR 4 Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Demystify the basics of the powerful functions of SONAR 4. With step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations, and a technical edit by Cakewalk, "SONAR 4 Ignite!" gives beginners the skills they need to quickly begin composing, editing, and arranging music. Learn how to set up your project, create tracks, edit MIDI and digital audio...




	

Strategic Planning For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2006
If you’re starting a new business or planning your business’s future, there are plenty of things you should take into account. Strategic Planning For Dummies covers everything you need to know to develop a plan for building and maintaining a competitive advantage — no matter what business you’re in.
    Written...


		

David Pogue's Digital Photography: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
If you're ready to jump into digital photography or would like to increase the skills you already have, David Pogue's Digital Photography: The Missing Manual is just what you need. Bestselling author David Pogue provides a no-nonsense guide to the entire process,  including how to: buy and use a digital camera; get the same photographic...

		

Final Cut Pro HD Hands-On TrainingPeachpit Press, 2004
As the first volume in Lynda Weinman's acclaimed HOT (Hands-On Training) series to cover Apple's video editing powerhouse, this is the guide you've been waiting for! In these pages, you'll find a series of hands-on tutorials that guide you through all stages of editing video with Final Cut Pro HD. As you follow the book's step-by-step instructions...
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